
Harry	Potter	Hogwarts	Castle
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A,B,C	would	be	for	this	side

For	Part	A,	first	of	all	remove	these	parts	and	take	the	yellow	round	plates	away
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A B C C

Caution: please open the packages one by one



Put	Part	A	lighting	parts	on	with	the	yellow	round	plates	remove	from	previous	step

Switch	the	fire	lighting	parts	on	the	candle,	before	that	you	should remove	the	
brown	parts	as	below	to	free	some	space	for	wire	
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Put	the	brown	parts	back	to	it	and	beware	of	breaking	the	wires



Part B,	first of all we	need	to	remove	these	parts	away

Reverse	this	and	put	the	lights	on	as	shown
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Put	the	parts	back	and	put	parts	with	2	yellow	round	plates	out	to	the	downhill
*Take	those	2	bricks	at	the	corner	out	to	make	the	wires	can	pass	through	easier

Remove	the	parts,	put	the	lights	on,	and	put	everything	back	
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For	the	remain	1x8	parts	and	the	connector,	pass	them	through	the	gap	and	install
The	1x8	as	shown	below

Before	installing	part	C,	take	these	parts	away	first	
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Put	the	1x2	in	here	as	shown	in	the	red	circle

Install	the	black	1x4	parts	on	top	of	the	stairs
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For	the	top,	remove	the	1x2’s	and	take	the	clear	tiles	and	white	slope	away	



Put	the	removed	part	one	the	1x2’s	lighting	parts	and	install	them	as	shown

Replace	the	light	part	to	the	brown	arch
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Separate	the	parts	like	below



Put	the	longer	part	on	the	tower,	put	the	round	plate	lighting	parts	on	and	put	the	cylinder

Then	put	the	arch	on	it,	beware	of	the	wires
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Separate	the	parts	like	below



Put	the	top	on	the	tower,	and	install	the	1x4
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Now	put	the	main	body	on	top,	arrange	the	wires	and	put	the	clear	round	plate	on



Put	the	lighting	parts	on	and	put	the	1x8	brick	back	on	afterwards
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Now	it’s	remove	the	parts	from	the	circle	below

This	is	where	the	white	lighting	parts	should	put	on
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Connect	the	connectors,	hide	the	wires	inside	the	hole	shown	in	the	red	circle

After	that,	put	the	wall	back	to	tower	and	this	part	is	finished



D,E,F	would	be	for	this	side

For	Part	D,	first	of	all	remove	these	parts from the candles
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E

D

F
F

Caution: please open the packages one by one

D D

E E



Replace with the lighting parts

Install the bars on the right hand side of the candles
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For above the candles, remove these parts away to replace the lighting parts
And put them back afterwards



Pull the whole set of wire through the hall way and remove all the yellow round plates

Set the white bars on the ceiling
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Set up the yellow round plates, make sure there’s no wire across the door



Remove the top of this part to install the lighting parts then put them back

Connect the wires with part D which contains the flame parts
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Remove the parts like below



There’re 4 lights sticked with double-sided tapes, remove the non sticky side and put
them inside the windows (the end sided part of the wire will put into the window with
red arrow then to the yellow window)

Looks like this after installation
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Put	the	removed	parts back to the position and connect the wire

For Part E, remove the bricks and plate away from the model to put the lighting parts in
(has to be really careful when you remove the parts to prevent break down of the model
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Need to follow the directions as below because of the connector plugs, from left to right
Is male-female-male-female

M

F M

F



Install the bar on the left side first and pull the connector to the other side

Connect with the bar at right and put on the ceiling
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Take these parts away in purpose to hide the wire properly

Left side

Right side



Nows it’s for part E with flame, take the parts away from the fireplace, the door and
the 1x2 on top of the doors

Install the bars on the ceiling
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Install the the fires and the clear round plate



Install the yellow round plates then put the door back on it

Remove the plates as shown to put the wire connet with the connector underneath,
Restore the plates and connect with the “right hand side” connector on page 19
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Remove the parts as shown for the windows lights

The steps are same as the window lights before and beware of the direction because you
need to connect with the wire below, follow the order as shown by the red letters
After that put the parts back and watch out don’t let the parts break the wires
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1

3

4

2

Female plugMale plug



For Part F, remove the bridge and separate these parts first
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Remove the blue tapes and stick on the top like this



Take the arches away from the bridge, replace with the lighting parts and connect together
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Assemble the bridge, restore it back to the position and set connector out nicely



Connect all the plugs to the USB, then you can light it on~
*Depends on which side you wanna display the model, you can choose where you
put the USB plugs to make them unseen, but watch out the model when you’re
moving the wires
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